Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Gate-based quantum computers represent an implementable way to realize experimental quantum computations on near-term quantum computer architectures^[@CR1]--[@CR13]^. In a gate-model quantum computer, the transformations are realized by quantum gates, such that each quantum gate is represented by a unitary operation^[@CR14]--[@CR26]^. An input quantum state is evolved through a sequence of unitary gates and the output state is then assessed by a measurement operator^[@CR14]--[@CR17]^. Focusing on gate-model quantum computer architectures is motivated by the successful demonstration of the practical implementations of gate-model quantum computers^[@CR7]--[@CR11]^, and several important developments for near-term gate-model quantum computations are currently in progress. Another important aspect is the application of gate-model quantum computations in the near-term quantum devices of the quantum Internet^[@CR27]--[@CR43]^.

A quantum neural network (QNN) is formulated by a set of quantum operations and connections between the operations with a particular weight parameter^[@CR14],[@CR25],[@CR26],[@CR44]--[@CR47]^. Gate-model QNNs refer to QNNs implemented on gate-model quantum computers^[@CR14]^. As a corollary, gate-model QNNs have a crucial experimental importance since these network structures are realizable on near-term quantum computer architectures. The core of a gate-model QNN is a sequence of unitary operations. A gate-model QNN consists of a set of unitary operations and communication links that are used for the propagation of quantum and classical side information in the network for the related calculations of the learning procedure. The unitary transformations represent quantum gates parameterized by a variable referred to as gate parameter (weight). The inputs of the gate-model QNN structure are a computational basis state and an auxiliary quantum system that serves a readout state in the output measurement phase. Each input state is associated with a particular label. In the modeled learning problem, the training of the gate-model QNN aims to learn the values of the gate parameters associated with the unitaries so that the predicted label is close to a true label value of the input (i.e., the difference between the predicted and true values is minimal). This problem, therefore, formulates an objective function that is subject to minimization. In this setting, the training of the gate-model QNN aims to learn the label of a general quantum state.

In artificial intelligence, machine learning^[@CR4]--[@CR6],[@CR19],[@CR23],[@CR45],[@CR46],[@CR48]--[@CR53]^ utilizes statistical methods with measured data to achieve a desired value of an objective function associated with a particular problem. A learning machine is an abstract computational model for the learning procedures. A constraint machine is a learning machine that works with constraint, such that the constraints are characterized and defined by the actual environment^[@CR48]^.

The proposed model of a gate-model quantum neural network assumes that quantum information can only be propagated forward direction from the input to the output, and classical side information is available via classical links. The classical side information is processed further via a post-processing unit after the measurement of the output. In the general gate-model QNN scenario, it is assumed that classical side information can be propagated arbitrarily in the network structure, and there is no available side information about the previous running sequences of the gate-model QNN structure. The situation changes, if side information propagates only backward direction and side information about the previous running sequences of the network is also available. The resulting network model is called gate-model recurrent quantum neural network (RQNN).

Here, we define a constraint-based training optimization method for gate-model QNNs and RQNNs, and propose the computational models from the attributes of the gate-model quantum network environment. We show that these structural distinctions lead to significantly different computational models and learning optimization. By using the constraint-based computational models of the QNNs, we prove the optimal learning methods for each network---nonrecurrent and recurrent gate-model QNNs---vary. Finally, we characterize optimal learning procedures for each variant of gate-model QNNs.

The novel contributions of our manuscript are as follows.*We study the computational models of nonrecurrent and recurrent gate-model QNNs realized via an arbitrary number of unitaries*.*We define learning methods for nonrecurrent and recurrent gate-model QNNs*.*We prove the optimal learning for nonrecurrent and recurrent gate-model QNNs*.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related works are summarized. Section 3 defines the system model and the parameterization of the learning optimization problem. Section 4 proves the computational models of gate-model QNNs. Section 5 provides learning optimization results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. Supplemental information is included in the Appendix.

Related Works {#Sec2}
=============

Gate-model quantum computers {#Sec3}
----------------------------

A theoretical background on the realizations of quantum computations in a gate-model quantum computer environment can be found in^[@CR15]^ and^[@CR16]^. For a summary on the related references^[@CR1]--[@CR3],[@CR13],[@CR15]--[@CR17],[@CR54],[@CR55]^, we suggest^[@CR56]^.

Quantum neural networks {#Sec4}
-----------------------

In^[@CR14]^, the formalism of a gate-model quantum neural network is defined. The gate-model quantum neural network is a quantum neural network implemented on gate-model quantum computer. A particular problem analyzed by the authors is the classification of classical data sets which consist of bitstrings with binary labels.

In^[@CR44]^, the authors studied the subject of quantum deep learning. As the authors found, the application of quantum computing can reduce the time required to train a deep restricted Boltzmann machine. The work also concluded that quantum computing provides a strong framework for deep learning, and the application of quantum computing can lead to significant performance improvements in comparison to classical computing.

In^[@CR45]^, the authors defined a quantum generalization of feedforward neural networks. In the proposed system model, the classical neurons are generalized to being quantum reversible. As the authors showed, the defined quantum network can be trained efficiently using gradient descent to perform quantum generalizations of classical tasks.

In^[@CR46]^, the authors defined a model of a quantum neuron to perform machine learning tasks on quantum computers. The authors proposed a small quantum circuit to simulate neurons with threshold activation. As the authors found, the proposed quantum circuit realizes a "œquantum neuron". The authors showed an application of the defined quantum neuron model in feedforward networks. The work concluded that the quantum neuron model can learn a function if trained with superposition of inputs and the corresponding output. The proposed training method also suffices to learn the function on all individual inputs separately.

In^[@CR25]^, the authors studied the structure of artificial quantum neural network. The work focused on the model of quantum neurons and studied the logical elements and tests of convolutional networks. The authors defined a model of an artificial neural network that uses quantum-mechanical particles as a neuron, and set a Monte-Carlo integration method to simulate the proposed quantum-mechanical system. The work also studied the implementation of logical elements based on introduced quantum particles, and the implementation of a simple convolutional network.

In^[@CR26]^, the authors defined the model of a universal quantum perceptron as efficient unitary approximators. The authors studied the implementation of a quantum perceptron with a sigmoid activation function as a reversible many-body unitary operation. In the proposed system model, the response of the quantum perceptron is parameterized by the potential exerted by other neurons. The authors showed that the proposed quantum neural network model is a universal approximator of continuous functions, with at least the same power as classical neural networks.

Quantum machine learning {#Sec5}
------------------------

In^[@CR57]^, the authors analyzed a Markov process connected to a classical probabilistic algorithm^[@CR58]^. A performance evaluation also has been included in the work to compare the performance of the quantum and classical algorithm.

In^[@CR19]^, the authors studied quantum algorithms for supervised and unsupervised machine learning. This particular work focuses on the problem of cluster assignment and cluster finding via quantum algorithms. As a main conclusion of the work, via the utilization of quantum computers and quantum machine learning, an exponential speed-up can be reached over classical algorithms.

In^[@CR20]^, the authors defined a method for the analysis of an unknown quantum state. The authors showed that it is possible to perform "œquantum principal component analysis" by creating quantum coherence among different copies, and the relevant attributes can be revealed exponentially faster than it is possible by any existing algorithm.

In^[@CR21]^, the authors studied the application of a quantum support vector machine in Big Data classification. The authors showed that a quantum version of the support vector machine (optimized binary classifier) can be implemented on a quantum computer. As the work concluded, the complexity of the quantum algorithm is only logarithmic in the size of the vectors and the number of training examples that provides a significant advantage over classical support machines.

In^[@CR22]^, the problem of quantum-based analysis of big data sets is studied by the authors. As the authors concluded, the proposed quantum algorithms provide an exponential speedup over classical algorithms for topological data analysis.

The problem of quantum generative adversarial learning is studied in^[@CR51]^. In generative adversarial networks a generator entity creates statistics for data that mimics those of a valid data set, and a discriminator unit distinguishes between the valid and non-valid data. As a main conclusion of the work, a quantum computer allows us to realize quantum adversarial networks with an exponential advantage over classical adversarial networks.

In^[@CR54]^, super-polynomial and exponential improvements for quantum-enhanced reinforcement learning are studied.

In^[@CR55]^, the authors proposed strategies for quantum computing molecular energies using the unitary coupled cluster ansatz.

The authors of^[@CR56]^ provided demonstrations of quantum advantage in machine learning problems.

In^[@CR57]^, the authors study the subject of quantum speedup in machine learning. As a particular problem, the work focuses on finding Boolean functions for classification tasks.

System Model {#Sec6}
============

Gate-model quantum neural network {#Sec7}
---------------------------------

**Definition 1** *A* QNN~*QG*~ *is a quantum neural network* (QNN) *implemented on a gate-model quantum computer with a quantum gate structure QG*. *It contains quantum links between the unitaries and classical links for the propagation of classical side information. In a* QNN~*QG*~, *all quantum information propagates forward from the input to the output, while classical side information can propagate arbitrarily (forward and backward) in the network. In a* QNN~*QG*~, *there is no available side information about the previous running sequences of the structure*.

Using the framework of^[@CR14]^, a QNN~*QG*~ is formulated by a collection of *L* unitary gates, such that an *i*-th, *i* = 1, ..., *L* unitary gate *U*~*i*~(*θ*~*i*~) is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${U}_{i}({\theta }_{i})=\exp (-i{\theta }_{i}P),$$\end{document}$$where *P* is a generalized Pauli operator formulated by a tensor product of Pauli operators {*X*, *Y*, *Z*}, while *θ*~*i*~ is referred to as the gate parameter associated with *U*~*i*~(*θ*~*i*~).

In QNN~*QG*~, a given unitary gate *U*~*i*~(*θ*~*i*~) sequentially acts on the output of the previous unitary gate *U*~*i*−1~(*θ*~*i*−1~), without any nonlinearities^[@CR14]^. The classical side information of QNN~*QG*~ is used in calculations related to error derivation and gradient computations, such that side information can propagate arbitrarily in the network structure.

The sequential application of the *L* unitaries formulates a unitary operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overrightarrow{\theta }$$\end{document}$ is the gate parameter vector$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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At ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), the evolution of the system of QNN~*QG*~ for a particular input system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\psi \rangle =|z\rangle $$\end{document}$ is a computational basis state, where *z* is an *n*-length string$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Objective function {#Sec8}
------------------
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                \begin{document}$$ {\mathcal L} ({x}_{0},\tilde{l}(z))$$\end{document}$ is the loss function^[@CR14]^, defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{l}(z)=\langle z\mathrm{,1|(}U(\overrightarrow{\theta }{))}^{\dagger }{Y}_{n+1}U(\overrightarrow{\theta })|z\mathrm{,}\,1\rangle ,$$\end{document}$$where *Y*~*n*+1~ ∈ {−1, 1} is a measured Pauli operator on the readout quantum state ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), while *x*~0~ is as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{l}$$\end{document}$ predicted value in ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) is a real number between −1 and 1, while the label *l*(*z*) and *Y*~*n*+1~ are real numbers −1 or 1. Precisely, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The learning problem for a QNN~*QG*~ is, therefore, as follows. At an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recurrent Gate-model quantum neural network {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------

**Definition 2** *An* RQNN~*QG*~ *is a* QNN *implemented on a gate-model quantum computer with a quantum gate structure QG, such that the connections of* RQNN~*QG*~ *form a directed graph along a sequence. It contains quantum links between the unitaries and classical links for the propagation of classical side information. In an* RQNN~*QG*~, *all quantum information propagates forward, while classical side information can propagate only backward direction. In an* RQNN~*QG*~, *side information is available about the previous running sequences of the structure*.

The classical side information of RQNN~*QG*~ is used in error derivation and gradient computations, such that side information can propagate only in backward directions. Similar to the QNN~*QG*~ case, in an RQNN~*QG*~, a given *i*-th unitary *U*~*i*~(*θ*~*i*~) acts on the output of the previous unitary *U*~*i*−1~(*θ*~*i*−1~). Thus, the quantum evolution of the RQNN~*QG*~ contains no nonlinearities^[@CR14]^. As follows, for an RQNN~*QG*~ network, the objective function can be similarly defined as given in ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}). On the other hand, the structural differences between QNN~*QG*~ and RQNN~*QG*~ allows the characterization of different computational models for the description of the learning problem. The structural differences also lead to various optimal learning methods for the QNN~*QG*~ and RQNN~*QG*~ structures as it will be revealed in Section 4 and Section 5.

Comparative representation {#Sec10}
--------------------------

For a simple graphical representation, the schematic models of a QNN~*QG*~ and RQNN~*QG*~ for an (*r* − 1)-th and *r*-th measurement rounds are compared in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The (*n* + 1)-length input systems are depicted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|{Y}_{r}\rangle $$\end{document}$. The result of the *M* measurement operator in the (*r* − 1)-th and *r*-th measurement rounds are denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${Y}_{n+1}^{(r)}$$\end{document}$. In Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, structure of a QNN~*QG*~ is depicted for an (*r* − 1)-th and *r*-th measurement round. In Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the structure of a RQNN~*QG*~ is illustrated. In a QNN~*QG*~, side information is not available about the previous, (*r* − 1)-th measurement round in a particular *r*-th measurement round. For an RQNN~*QG*~, side information is available about the (*r* − 1)-th measurement round (depicted by the dashed gray arrows) in a particular *r*-th measurement round. The side information in the RQNN~*QG*~ setting refer to information about the gate-parameters and the measurement results of the (*r* − 1)-th measurement round.Figure 1Schematic representation of a QNN~*QG*~ and RQNN~*QG*~ in an (*n* − 1)-th and *r*-th measurement rounds. The (*n* + 1)-length input systems of the (*r* − 1) and *r*-th measurement rounds are depicted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|{Y}_{r}\rangle $$\end{document}$. The result of the *M* measurement operator in the (*n* − 1)-th and *r*-th measurement rounds are denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${Y}_{n+1}^{(r)}$$\end{document}$. (**a**) In a QNN~*QG*~, for an *r*-th measurement round, side information is not available about the previous (*n* − 1)-th measurement round. (**b**) In a RQNN~*QG*~, side information is available about the previous (*n* − 1)-th measurement round in an *r*-th round.

Parameterization {#Sec11}
----------------

### Constraint machines {#Sec12}

The tasks of machine learning can be modeled via its mathematical framework and the constraints of the environment^[@CR4]--[@CR6]^. A $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\mathcal I} $$\end{document}$, *ι*^\*^ refers to a specific individual, vertex or function, *χ*(⋅) is a compact constraint function, while *v*^\*^ and *f*^\*^(*ι*^\*^) refer to the vertex and function at *ι*^\*^, respectively.

### Calculus of variations {#Sec13}

Some elements from the calculus of variations^[@CR63],[@CR64]^ are utilized in the learning optimization procedure.

Euler-Lagrange Equations: The Euler-Lagrange equations are second-order partial differential equations with solution functions. These equations are useful in optimization problems since they have a differentiable functional that is stationary at the local maxima and minima^[@CR63]^. As a corollary, they can be also used in the problems of machine learning.

Hessian Matrix: A Hessian matrix **H** is a square matrix of second-order partial derivatives of a scalar-valued function, or scalar field^[@CR63]^. In theory, it describes the local curvature of a function of many variables. In a machine-learning setting, it is a useful tool to derive some attributes and critical points of loss functions.

Constraint-based Computational Model {#Sec14}
====================================

In this section, we derive the computational models of the QNN~*QG*~ and RQNN~*QG*~ structures.

Environmental graph of a gate-model quantum neural network {#Sec15}
----------------------------------------------------------
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The environmental and ordered graphs of a gate-model quantum neural network are illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Computational model of gate-model quantum neural networks {#Sec16}
---------------------------------------------------------

### Theorem 1 {#FPar1}
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From ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}) and ([31](#Equ31){ref-type=""}), it follows that for any *V*~*i*~, there exists the *ϕ*(*V*~*i*~) associated function-pair as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us specify the generalized functions of ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}) and ([31](#Equ31){ref-type=""}) for a QNN~*QG*~.
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                \begin{document}$$U(\overrightarrow{\theta })$$\end{document}$ of QNN~*QG*~ be defined as given in ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Since in QNN~*QG*~, a given *i*-th unitary *U*~*i*~(*θ*~*i*~) acts on the output of the previous unitary *U*~*i*−1~(*θ*~*i*−1~), the network contains no nonlinearities^[@CR14]^. As a corollary, the state transition function *f*~*T*~(QNN~*QG*~) in ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}) is also linear for a QNN~*QG*~.
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Let *f*~*T*~(QNN~*QG*~) be the transition function of a QNN~*QG*~ defined for a given *v* ∈ *V* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since *f*~*T*~(QNN~*QG*~) in ([33](#Equ33){ref-type=""}) and *F*~*O*~(QNN~*QG*~) in ([34](#Equ34){ref-type=""}) correspond with the data flow computational scheme of a QNN~*QG*~ with linear transition functions, ([33](#Equ33){ref-type=""}) and ([34](#Equ34){ref-type=""}) represent an expression of the constraints of QNN~*QG*~. These statements can be formulated in a compact form.
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Then let *π*~*v*~ be a compact constraint on *f*~*T*~(QNN~*QG*~) and *F*~*O*~(QNN~*QG*~) defined via constraints ([35](#Equ35){ref-type=""}) and ([37](#Equ37){ref-type=""}) as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since it can be verified that a learning machine that enforces the constraint in ([38](#Equ38){ref-type=""}), is in fact a constraint machine. As a corollary, the constraints ([33](#Equ33){ref-type=""}) and ([34](#Equ34){ref-type=""}), along with the compact constraint ([38](#Equ38){ref-type=""}), define a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Computational model of recurrent gate-model quantum neural networks {#Sec18}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

### Theorem 2 {#FPar2}
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Since the RQNN~*QG*~ has linear transition function, ([52](#Equ52){ref-type=""}) is also linear, and allows us to rewrite ([52](#Equ52){ref-type=""}) via the environmental graph representation for a particular (*γ*~Γ(*v*)~, *x*~*v*~), as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proof is concluded here.■

Optimal Learning {#Sec19}
================

Gate-model quantum neural network {#Sec20}
---------------------------------

### Theorem 3 {#FPar3}

*A supervised learning is an optimal learning for a* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Proof**. Let *π*~*v*~ be the compact constraint on *f*~*T*~(QNN~*QG*~) and *F*~*O*~(QNN~*QG*~) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The problem formulated via ([60](#Equ60){ref-type=""}) can be rewritten as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proof is concluded here.■

### Lemma 1 {#FPar4}
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The optimal supervised learning method of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The optimality of Algorithm 1 arises from the fact that in Step 4, the gradient computation involves all the gate parameters of the QNN~*QG*~, and the gate parameter updating procedure has a computational complexity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proof is concluded here.■
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### Description and method validation {#Sec21}

The detailed steps and validation of Algorithm 1 are as follows.

In Step 1, the number *R* of measurement rounds is set.

Step 2 is the quantum evolution phase of QNN~*QG*~ that yields an output quantum system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Step 3, side information initializations are made for the error computations. A given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note, that (80) and (81) represent side information, thus the gate parameter *θ*~*hi*~ is used to identify a particular unitary *U*(*θ*~*hi*~).
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Since (86) and (85) are defined via the non-reversed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First, we consider the situation, if *i* = 1, ..., *L* − 1, thus the error calculations are associated to unitaries *U*~1~(*θ*~1~), ..., *U*~*L*−1~(*θ*~*L*−1~), while the output unitary *U*~*L*~(*θ*~*L*~) is proposed for the *i* = *L* case.
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The situation differs if the error computations are made with respect to the output system, thus for the *L*-th unitary *U*~*L*~(*θ*~*L*~). In this case, the utilization of the loss function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Step 4, the quantities defined in the previous steps are utilized in the QNN~*QG*~ for the error calculations. The errors are evaluated and updated in a backpropagated manner from unitary *U*~*L*~(*θ*~*L*~) to *U*~1~(*θ*~1~). Since it requires only side information these steps can be achieved via a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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According to the update mechanism of (84--86), for *z* = *L* − 1, ..., 1, the errors are updated via (88) as follows. At *z* = *L* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Step 5, for a given unitary *U*~*i*~(*θ*~*i*~), *i* = 2, ..., *L* and for its parent *U*~*j*~(*θ*~*j*~), the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, Step 6 utilizes the number *R* of measurements to extend the results for all measurement rounds, *r* = 1, ..., *R*. Note that in each round a measurement operator is applied, for simplicity it is omitted from the description.

Since the algorithm requires no reversed quantum links, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The steps and quantities of the learning procedure (Algorithm 1) of a QNN~*QG*~ are illustrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The QNN~*QG*~ network realizes the unitary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For an *i*-th unitary, *U*~*i*~(*θ*~*i*~), parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recurrent gate-model quantum neural network {#Sec22}
-------------------------------------------

In classical neural networks, backpropagation^[@CR59]--[@CR61]^ (backward propagation of errors) is a supervised learning method that allows to determine the gradients to learn the weights in the network. In this section, we show that for a recurrent gate-model QNN, a backpropagation method is optimal.

### Theorem 4 {#FPar5}
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**Proof**. In an RQNN~*QG*~, the backward classical links provide feedback side information for the forward propagation of quantum information in multiple measurement rounds. The backpropagated side information is analogous to feedback loops, i.e, to recurrent cycles over time. The aim of the learning method is to optimize the gate parameters of the unitaries of the RQNN~*QG*~ quantum network via a supervised learning, using the side information available from the previous *k* = 1, ..., *r* − 1 measurement rounds at a particular measurement round *r*.
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                \begin{document}$${{\mathscr{G}}}_{{{\rm{RQNN}}}_{QG}}$$\end{document}$ environmental graph allows us to define a modified version of the backpropagation through time algorithm^[@CR59]^ to the RQNN~*QG*~.
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### Description and method validation {#Sec23}

The detailed steps and validation of Algorithm 2 are as follows.

In Step 1, the number *R* of measurement rounds are set for RQNN~*QG*~. For each measurement round initialization steps (100, 101) are set.

Step 2 provides the quantum evolution phase of RQNN~*QG*~, and produces output quantum system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Step 3 initializes the P^(*r*)^(RQNN~*QG*~) post-processing method via the definition of (105) for gradient computations. In (106), the quantity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Step 4 determines the *g*~*r*~ loss function gradient of the *r*-th measurement round. In (108), the *g*~*r*~ gradient is determined as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, Step 6 outputs the *G* final gradient of the total *R* measurement rounds in (116), as a summation of the *g*~*r*~ gradients (108) determined in the *r* = 1, ..., *R* rounds.

The steps of the learning method of an RQNN~*QG*~ (Algorithm 2) are illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Closed-form error evaluation {#Sec24}

#### Lemma 2 {#FPar6}
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Conclusions {#Sec25}
===========

Gate-model QNNs allow an experimental implementation on near-term gate-model quantum computer architectures. Here we examined the problem of learning optimization of gate-model QNNs. We defined the constraint-based computational models of these quantum networks and proved the optimal learning methods. We revealed that the computational models are different for nonrecurrent and recurrent gate-model quantum networks. We proved that for nonrecurrent and recurrent gate-model QNNs, the optimal learning is a supervised learning. We showed that for a recurrent gate-model QNN, the learning can be reduced to backpropagation. The results are particularly useful for the training of QNNs on near-term quantum computers.
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